Joseph Delaney Slither
Getting the books joseph delaney slither now is not type of challenging means. You could not
unaccompanied going subsequent to book gathering or library or borrowing from your connections to
gate them. This is an categorically simple means to speciﬁcally get lead by on-line. This online
proclamation joseph delaney slither can be one of the options to accompany you gone having extra time.
It will not waste your time. understand me, the e-book will enormously broadcast you further situation to
read. Just invest tiny get older to right to use this on-line message joseph delaney slither as capably as
review them wherever you are now.

The Spook's Destiny Joseph Delaney 2011 The Spook, Tom and Alice travel to Ireland, ﬂeeing from the
war in the County. There, Tom must tackle a group of evil mages who are desperate to rid their land of
the Spook and his apprentice, and to increase their own dark powers
Last Apprentice Joseph Delaney 2013-01-22
The Spook's Bestiary Joseph Delaney 2010 A companion title to the phenomenally successful Spook's
Apprentice titles. Discover how to bind a boggart and deal with a dead witch in this fascinating and
lavishly illustrated Spook's own notebook. A must for die-hard fans of the series and an irresistible
introduction to the dark and the dangerous for new recruits.
Would-Be Witch Kimberly Frost 2009 Aﬄicted with dysfunctional magical powers, Tammy Jo Trask
enlists the aid of Bryn Lyons, one of the wealthiest, most charming, and magically gifted people in smalltown Duval, Texas, when her locket containing the soul of a family ghost is stolen.
The Last Apprentice: The Seventh Apprentice Joseph Delaney 2015-01-06 A blood-curdling original
novella from the world of the internationally bestselling fantasy adventure series that inspired the major
motion picture Seventh Son! This short novella stars the Spook's seventh apprentice, a boy named Will
Johnson. Will is a seventh son of a seventh son, the perfect candidate to train as the Spook's apprentice .
. . but Will is lazy. Mr. Gregory is giving him one last chance to shape up or be sent home. When Mr.
Gregory leaves to deal with some boggarts, he tells Will to catch up on his notes, practice throwing his
silver chain, and not to take on any spook business of his own—under any circumstances. But when the
pig butcher's son rings the Spook's bell, panicked because a witch has his father, can Will really ignore
him? In The Seventh Apprentice, Joseph Delaney packs all of the terror and gore of the Last Apprentice
series into a short novella. The Last Apprentice series is now a major motion picture, Seventh Son,
starring Jeﬀ Bridges, Ben Barnes, Alicia Vikander, Kit Harington, Olivia Williams, Antje Traue, Djimon
Hounsou, and Julianne Moore as Mother Malkin. It's a suspenseful thrill ride that's "spine-tingling"
(Publishers Weekly) and "anything but tame" (Horn Book). But don't read it after dark! Epic Reads
Impulse is a digital imprint with new releases each month.
Spook’s: Dark Assassin Joseph Delaney 2017-01-05 The third chilling instalment in the new Spook’s
legend . . . An assassin lurks in the darkness between earth and oblivion – but who are they, and what is
their mission? The people of the County live in fear of the beasts bent on bringing an epic war to their
home. How can they possibly hope to survive when their fearsome enemies are fortiﬁed with the power
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of a god? Could the assassin that moves in the darkness be the saviour the County seeks? Praise for book
1 in the series, A New Darkness: 'A solid, suspenseful, and spooky adventure' Publishers Weekly Praise
for book 2 in the series, The Dark Army: 'Unbeatable stuﬀ for readers who like to be terriﬁed!' Andrea
Reece, lovereading4kids
The Last Apprentice: Grimalkin the Witch Assassin Joseph Delaney 2013-04-16 The book will haunt
you.It's an international bestseller.But don't read it after dark! The story of Grimalkin—Book Nine of The
Last Apprentice series Grimalkin never missed—except once. The only victim who escaped her blades
was Tom Ward, a seventh son of a seventh son. Since then, the witch assassin has fought alongside the
Spook's apprentice. Now you can hear her side of the story. What is Grimalkin's past—and what will her
future be? Can Tom trust her to stay on the side of good? Or is the pull of the dark too strong to resist?
The Spook’s Revenge Joseph Delaney 2013-12-05 ‘He’s the seventh son of a seventh son. His name is
Thomas J. Ward and he’s my gift to the County. When he’s old enough we’ll send you word. Train him
well. He’ll be the best apprentice you’ve ever had and he’ll also be your last.’ These were the words of
Tom's Mam to the county Spook some years ago. As Tom, the Spook and their allies prepare to battle
with the Fiend on a huge scale, to ﬁnally enact their revenge, it now remains to be seen whether Mam's
declaration will come true.
The Last Apprentice: Fury of the Seventh Son (Book 13) Joseph Delaney 2014-04-15 The thirteenth—and
ﬁnal—book in the internationally bestselling fantasy adventure series that inspired the forthcoming major
motion picture Seventh Son. Finally, Tom Ward, the spook's last apprentice, will confront the Fiend for
the last time. A stunning conclusion to the acclaimed series! Tom Ward has battled boggarts, ghasts,
witches, dark gods, and the most terrifying creatures to roam the earth. He's allied with the witch
assassin Grimalkin, with a powerful boggart, and with Alice . . . the young witch who is also his true love.
And he has kept one step ahead of the Fiend, the most evil being in the world. Now he will vanquish the
Fiend once and for all. But it will require a terrible sacriﬁce: not everyone Tom cares about will survive
the ﬁnal battle. The Last Apprentice series is soon to be a major motion picture, Seventh Son, starring Jeﬀ
Bridges, Ben Barnes, Alicia Vikander, Kit Harington, Olivia Williams, Antje Traue, Djimon Hounsou, and
Julianne Moore as Mother Malkin. It's a suspenseful thrill ride that's "spine-tingling" (Publishers Weekly)
and "anything but tame" (Horn Book). But don't read it after dark!
The Dark Army Joseph Delaney 2016-01-07 The second terrifying tale in the Spook's spin-oﬀ series from
bestselling author Joseph Delaney. Thomas Ward was working as the new County Spook, ﬁghting the
Dark with his own apprentice. But a new enemy stirred in the north, and Tomâe(tm)s calling required him
to leave his home and lead an uprising against a legion of beasts: creatures of the dark intent on locking
the whole earth in a never-ending winter. Then something went horribly wrong, and now Tom lies cold in
a grave, while those who remain are in despair. Who can now take up the battle? And how much time
remains before the dark army brings the ﬁght back to the County, and the world is changed for ever?
Slither #11 Joseph Delaney Slither has never heard of Tom Ward, the Spook, or Alice Deane. He thirsts
for blood. He takes it from whatever he wants, animal or human. And he has his eyes on the home of a
farmer and his three daughters. With his dying breath, the farmer oﬀers Slither a bargain. If Slither will
take his two youngest daughters to safety, the eldest daughter is his.
A New Darkness Joseph Delaney 2014-09-02 The ﬁrst book in a chilling new trilogy from the author of the
internationally bestselling Last Apprentice series! Tom Ward is an apprentice no longer—he is a fullﬂedged spook battling boggarts, witches, and other creatures of the dark. A New Darkness is the ﬁrst in a
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three-book arc that introduces brand-new readers to Joseph Delaney's haunting world. Tom Ward is the
Spook, the one person who can defend the county from bloodthirsty creatures of the dark. But he's only
seventeen, and his apprenticeship was cut short when his master died in battle. No one trusts Tom's skill,
not until he's proven himself. And a ﬁfteen-year-old girl named Jenny knows more about the three
mysterious deaths in the county than Tom does. She is a seventh daughter of a seventh daughter, and
she wants to be Tom's ﬁrst apprentice—even though a female spook is unheard of. Together, Tom and
Jenny will uncover the grave danger heading straight toward the county, and they'll team up with a witch
assassin to confront it. A New Darkness begins a three-book arc that will introduce new readers to Joseph
Delaney's deliciously scary imagination, and electrify his longtime fans. A New Darkness is perfect for
every reader who loves thrills, chills, action, and adventure—no prior knowledge of The Last Apprentice
series is necessary! The Last Apprentice series, the ﬁrst internationally bestselling series about Tom
Ward, is now a major motion picture, Seventh Son, starring Jeﬀ Bridges, Ben Barnes, Alicia Vikander, Kit
Harington, Olivia Williams, Antje Traue, Djimon Hounsou, and Julianne Moore as Mother Malkin.
The Last Apprentice: Grimalkin the Witch Assassin (Book 9) Joseph Delaney 2012-04-17 "I'm
coming for you, and nothing living or dead can stop me." One witch is the most feared, the most ruthless,
and the most deadly of all the witches in the county. If she hunts for you, she will ﬁnd you. If you have
crossed her, you don't stand a chance. She is the witch assassin, and her name is Grimalkin. Grimalkin's
one alliance is with Tom Ward, the Spook's apprentice. With Tom, she plans to rid the world of the most
terrifying evil, the Fiend, who once did her great wrong. For the ﬁrst time, fans of the Last Apprentice
series will hear the story from Grimalkin's side, as she is hunted herself by creatures of darkness set on
revenge. Grimalkin has never been defeated. But can she survive an enemy created for the sole purpose
of destroying her?
The Spook's Curse Joseph Delaney 2014 The Spook's Curse is the second book in Joseph Delaney's
terrifying Wardstone Chronicles - over 3 million copies sold worldwide! 'By now the dark has noticed you
and will be trying to hunt you down . . .' It's the job of the Spook and his apprentice, Thomas Ward, to
protect the County from the dark. But deep in the catacombs beneath Priestown lurks a creature the
Spook has never been able to defeat - the Bane. As they prepare to battle it, yet another deadly enemy
emerges to threaten Tom and his master.
Brother Wulf Joseph Delaney 2020-04-16 When young novice monk Brother Beowulf is sent to spy on
Spook Johnson, he has no idea of the trouble he's about to ﬁnd himself in. Johnson boasts to Wulf of his
battles against demonic creatures, and even seems to imprisons local witches, though Wulf is sceptical not least because the church has taught him that Spooks are a force for evil, and not to be trusted. But
then the monsters Johnson claims to ﬁght turn out to be very real indeed, and soon Wulf is forced to seek
help from another young Spook, Tom Ward, who terriﬁes and charms him in equal measure. But the
forces of the dark are many, and it's not long until Wulf and Tom realise they've bitten oﬀ far more than
they can chew. A horrifying new enemy is rising - and only Wulf can stop it.
Arena 13 Joseph Delaney 2015-06-04 The ﬁrst book in the exhilarating new fantasy sequence from
Joseph Delaney, the multi-million-selling author of The Spook's Apprentice. Welcome to Arena 13. Here
warriors ﬁght. Death is never far away . . . Leif has one ambition: to become the best ﬁghter in the
notorious Arena 13. Here, punters place wagers on which ﬁghter will draw ﬁrst blood. And in grudge
matches, they bet on which ﬁghter will die. But the country is terrorized by the creature Hob, an evil
being who delights in torturing its people, displaying his devasting power by challenging an Arena 13
combatant in a ﬁght to the death whenever he chooses. And this is exactly what Leif wants . . . For he
knows Hob's crimes well. and at the heart of his ambition burns the desire for vengeance. Leif is going to
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take on the monster who destroyed his family. Even if it kills him.
Brother Wulf: Wulf's Bane Joseph Delaney 2021-05-06 The next thrilling and magical adventure set in the
multi million copy bestselling world of The Spook's Apprentice. Wulf has left behind his life in the
monastery and is now the Apprentice to Spook Johnson, assisting him in protecting the County from
denizens of the dark - which mainly involves Wulf acting as bait. But Wulf is captured by Hrothgar, a giant
with abilities to conjure subservient creatures - or tulpas - from his imagination. And he strongly suspects
that Wulf has these abilities too . . . Wulf begrudgingly begins training with his new master, but
meanwhile, something dangerous is afoot in the County. Wulf's old friends, Tom and Alice, have been
imprisoned by an all-powerful witch and her brain sucking minions. And together with Tilda, Tom and
Alice's daughter, he needs to rescue them from Circe's enchanted lair before it's too late...
The Last Apprentice: Slither Joseph Delaney 2014-01-28 The eleventh volume in the spine-tingling,
best-selling Last Apprentice series. In Slither, Joseph Delaney takes us far from the county, to a land
where a spook has never set foot and where terrifying creatures of the dark thrive. Slither is one of these
monsters, and Book 11 is his tale. Slither has never heard of Tom Ward, the Spook, or Alice Deane. He
thirsts for blood. He takes it from whatever he wants, animal or human. And he has his eyes on the home
of a farmer and his three daughters. With his dying breath, the farmer oﬀers Slither a bargain. If Slither
will take his two youngest daughters to safety, the eldest daughter is his. A journey of horrors begins . . .
and along the way Slither will meet Grimalkin, who is still searching for a way to destroy the Fiend for
good. The eleventh volume in the series that inspired the major motion picture Seventh Son, starring Jeﬀ
Bridges, Julianne Moore, and Ben Barnes.
The Last Apprentice Complete Collection Joseph Delaney 2014-08-05 All 13 volumes of Joseph Delaney's
internationally best-selling fantasy adventure series, The Last Apprentice, plus the two short story
collections and The Spook's Bestiary—all together for the ﬁrst time! Tom Ward is the seventh son of a
seventh son. As the Spook's apprentice, he will face boggarts, witches, ghosts, and other terrifying
creatures of the night. Other apprentices have come before him. Some have failed. Some have ﬂed.
Some have died. Will Tom be the one who survives—especially when he becomes the target of the
world's greatest evils? Includes 16 books set in the world of the acclaimed series that inspired the major
motion picture Seventh Son. Revenge of the Witch (Book 1) Curse of the Bane (Book 2) Night of the Soul
Stealer (Book 3) Attack of the Fiend (Book 4) Wrath of the Bloodeye (Book 5) Clash of the Demons (Book
6) Rise of the Huntress (Book 7) Rage of the Fallen (Book 8) Grimalkin the Witch Assassin (Book 9) Lure of
the Dead (Book 10) Slither (Book 11) I Am Alice (Book 12) Fury of the Seventh Son (Book 13) The Spook's
Tale and Other Horrors (short story collection) Coven of Witches (short story collection) The Spook's
Bestiary: The Guide to Creatures of the Dark (illustrated companion book)
The Ghost Prison Joseph Delaney 2014-08-31 ‘This is the entrance to the Witch Well and behind that door
you’d face your worst nightmare. Don’t ever go through there.' Night falls, the portcullis rises in the
moonlight, and young Billy starts his ﬁrst night as a prison guard. But this is no ordinary prison. There are
haunted cells that can’t be used, whispers and cries in the night . . . and the dreaded Witch Well. Billy is
warned to stay away from the prisoner down in the Witch Well. But who could it be? What prisoner could
be so frightening? Billy is about to ﬁnd out . . . An unforgettable ghost story from the creator of the
Wardstone Chronicles (Spook's Apprentice) series.
The Spook's Mistake Joseph Delaney 2014 The Spook's Mistake is the ﬁfth book in Joseph Delaney's
terrifying Wardstone Chronicles - over 3 million copies sold worldwide! 'The moment of danger is close.
Very soon our enemies will be here.' The Spook has sent his apprentice, Tom, to be trained by another
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Spook whose methods are harsh and tough. But faced with a powerful water witch, Bill makes a fatal
error, leaving Tom to face his enemies alone. Can the Spook get there in time to save his apprentice? Or
will his own mistakes give ﬁnal victory to the dark?
The Fire Rose Mercedes Lackey 1995-10-01 Beauty Meets Beast in San Francisco Accepting
employment as a governess after hard times hit her family, medieval scholar Rosalind Hawkins is
surprised when she learns that her mysterious employer has no children, no wife, and she is not to meet
with him face to face. Instead, her duties are to read to him, through a speaking tube, from ancient
manuscripts in obscure, nearly-forgotten dialects. A requirement for the job was skill in translating
medieval French, and she now understands the reason for that requirement, and assumes her unseen
employers interest in the descriptions of medieval spells and sorcery is that of an eccentric antiquary.
What she does not realize is that his interest is anything but academic. He has a terrible secret and is
desperately searching for something that can reverse the eﬀects of the misﬁred spell which created his
predicament. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management).
Curse of the Bane Joseph Delaney 2007-08 Now thirteen years old, Tom Ward continues his
apprenticeship with the Spook as they confront a dangerous bane who can control people's thoughts.
The Spook's Battle Joseph Delaney 2014 The Spook's Battle is the fourth book in Joseph Delaney's
terrifying Wardstone Chronicles - over 3 million copies sold worldwide! 'I see your future clearly. Your
master will be dead, and you will be alone.' The Spook and his apprentice protect the County from the
dark, but not a terrible danger threatens. The witches are rising and the three most powerful clans are
uniting to conjure an unimaginable evil - the Devil himself. If they succeed, will Tom and his master have
the courage to defeat the most powerful enemy of all . . . ?
Fantasy Christine Feehan 2002-03-26 Give in to your desires with this collection of stories from four of
today's hottest romance authors—including #1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan. You
have nothing to lose...but your inhibitions. In the Leopard novella “The Awakening,” a beautiful
naturalist’s dream to live among the feral jungle creatures comes true under the blazing heat of the
Borneo sun. But an untamed, irresistible beast of another sort forces her to explore her own wild side...
Join Sabrina Jeﬀries at “The Widow’s Auction” where adventurous ladies in Victorian London are available
to the highest bidder. Yet how far will a modest widow go to fulﬁll her fantasy of being auctioned oﬀ as a
rake’s midnight plaything? In Emma Holly’s “Luisa’s Desire,” a child of midnight has arrived in a spiritual
Tibetan refuge to rid herself of wicked desires. Here this ageless beauty meets the one man who can
save her—or damn her soul forever... And in Elda Minger’s “Mr. Speedy,” a private, all-male school for
seduction sets the stage for a tenacious woman who might just graduate with honors—if she can
maintain her disguise long enough to give the man of her dreams a few lessons...
The Last Apprentice: Wrath of the Bloodeye (Book 5) Joseph Delaney 2011-12-06 Thomas Ward has spent
two years as the Spook's apprentice. He's faced unimaginable peril, and survived. But a new danger has
emerged: an ancient water witch, Bloodeye, is roaming the County intent on destroying everything in her
path. To strengthen his skills, Tom is sent to the far north to train with the demanding Bill Arkwright.
Arkwright lives in a haunted mill on the edge of a treacherous marsh, and his training methods prove to
be harsh and sometimes cruel. Will Tom's new bag of tricks be enough to overcome a critical mistake
that leaves him confronting Bloodeye on his own?
The Spook's Nightmare Joseph Delaney 2014 The Spook's Nightmare is the seventh book in Joseph
Delaney's terrifying Wardstone Chronicles - over 3 million copies sold worldwide! 'I stood there, terriﬁed.
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My master was about to die.' The County is facing dark times, and the Spook is being haunted by
terrifying dreams. With his precious library burned to the ground and his old enemy, Bony Lizzie, free
once again, things are falling apart. As nightmares turn real, the Spook's powers seem to be waning just
when he needs them the most. Can Tom, the Spook's apprentice, face the dark alone?
The Last Apprentice: I Am Alice (Book 12) Joseph Delaney 2013-09-03 The twelfth volume in the
Last Apprentice series, the internationally bestselling fantasy adventure books that inspired the
forthcoming major motion picture, Seventh Son. Told from the point of view of Alice, best friend—and
true love—to Tom, the spook's last apprentice. Alice is the most powerful witch in the world, and she
ventures into the dark itself. Will she return? Alice Dean's destiny is intertwined with Tom Ward's. But
he's going to be the next Spook, and she's a witch—possibly the most powerful one the world has ever
seen. To rid the world of its greatest evil, the Fiend, Alice will venture into the depths of the dark for the
ﬁnal weapon Tom needs to defeat him. Will she survive? Or will she make the ultimate sacriﬁce for Tom?
The Last Apprentice series is soon to be a major motion picture, Seventh Son, starring Jeﬀ Bridges, Ben
Barnes, Alicia Vikander, Kit Harington, Olivia Williams, Antje Traue, Djimon Hounsou, and Julianne Moore
as Mother Malkin.
The Spook's Secret Joseph Delaney 2014 The Spook's Secret is the third book in Joseph Delaney's
terrifying Wardstone Chronicles - over 3 million copies sold worldwide! 'It's going to be a long, hard, cruel
winter and there couldn't be a worse place to spend it.' As the nights draw in the Spook decides to travel
to his winter house. His apprentice, Tom, hates the desolate place. There are feral witches in the cellar,
menacing creatures stirring on the nearby moors and a sinister stranger threatening Tom's master. Is the
Spook's past catching up with him? And what dangers will Tom face if his master's secrets are revealed?
The Spook's Blood Joseph Delaney 2012-06-07 The Spook's Blood is the tenth book in Joseph Delaney's
terrifying Wardstone Chronicles – over 3 million copies sold worldwide! 'I am Siscoi, the Lord of Blood, the
Drinker of Souls! Obey me now or you will suﬀer as few have suﬀered.' Thomas Ward's ﬁnal battle with
the Fiend is drawing near, but he has never felt more alone in his task. Isolated and afraid, Tom must risk
his life against a ferocious vampire god, even as he learns that the ﬁnal destruction of the Fiend may
involve a sacriﬁce more terrible than he can imagine . . .
The Spook's Sacriﬁce Joseph Delaney 2010 "As the Spook's apprentice Tom's ﬁrst duty is to protect the
County from the dark. But now Mam needs his help in her homeland of Greece. One of the most
dangerous of the old gods, the Ordeen, is about to return there, bringing slaughter and devastation.
Meanwhile, the Devil himself is still loose and if he and the Ordeen join forces, a new age of darkness will
descend. Mam has summoned a powerful group to her side but among them are Tom's old enemy, the
Pendle witches, including the assassin Grimalkin, and the cunning clan leader Mab Moldheel. Can Tom go
against all the Spook has taught him and ally himself to the witches? What is the secret that Mam is
keeping from him? And what sacriﬁces must be made in the battle against the dark?"
The Beast Awakens Joseph Delaney 2018-05-03 The ﬁrst book in a horrifying new fantasy sequence from
Joseph Delaney, the internationally multi-million-selling author of The Spook's Apprentice. They heard
shouting, and cries of fear. Crafty looked down the slope and realised what had happened to cause so
much panic. Without warning, the dark wall of the Shole had advanced. Crafty can't remember a time
before the Shole - the terrifying mist that has engulfed most of Britain, leaving those trapped in it to
either die or be transformed into terrifying monsters: the aberrations. Crafty has been stuck in his
family's cellar for nearly a year, his only companions his restless, whispering dead brothers, and an
unusually friendly aberration he names the Bog Queen. But then Crafty's life abruptly changes. He is
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ordered to report to the Castle, where he will train as a gate grub - operators of magical portals that
allow the mysterious guild of Gatemancers to explore within the Shole. It is a dangerous job, with a very
short life expectancy... To survive, Crafty will have to use every inch of his cunning - whatever the cost.
Revenge of the Witch Joseph Delaney 2006-08-01 Young Tom, the seventh son of a seventh son, starts
work as an apprentice for the village spook, whose job is to protect ordinary folk from ghouls, boggarts,
and all manner of wicked beasties. The Last Apprentice.
The Last Apprentice: The Spook's Tale Joseph Delaney 2011-12-06 The Last Apprentice series follows
the terrifying adventures of the Spook's apprentice, Thomas Ward. But Tom's is only one story. There are
others. . . . The Spook himself was once an apprentice. How did he begin his training? And what of Alice,
the young witch who is Tom's closest ally? How did she overcome her dark past? What did the witch
assassin Grimalkin do to become the most deadly and feared witch in the county? And, collected in a
gallery of horrors, discover the rest of the county's menacing villains and relive the vicious battles waged
against them. Enter a land where creatures of the dark creep out of the shadows. Do you dare?
Spook's: Slither's Tale Joseph Delaney 2013-04-15 My name is Slither, and before my tale is ﬁnished,
you'll ﬁnd out why . . . Slither is not human. Far from the Spook-protected County, he preys upon
humans, sneaking into their homes to gorge upon their blood while they sleep. When a local farmer dies,
it's only natural that Slither should want to feast on his lovely daughters. But the farmer has oﬀered him
a trade: in return for taking the younger girls to safety, Slither can have the eldest daughter, Nessa, to do
with as he wishes . . . Slither's promise takes him and Nessa on a treacherous journey where enemies
await at every turn. Enemies that include Grimalkin, the terrifying witch assassin, still searching for a way
to destroy the Fiend for good. The latest instalment of the Wardstone Chronicles, the series that inspired
the forthcoming movie The Seventh Son, starring Jeﬀ Bridges, Ben Barnes and Julianne Moore.
Spook's Slither's Tale Joseph Delaney 2014 Slither's Tale is the eleventh book in Joseph Delaney's
terrifying Wardstone Chronicles - over 3 million copies sold worldwide! 'My name is Slither, and before
my tale is ﬁnished you'll ﬁnd out why . . .' Slither preys upon humans, gorging upon their blood while they
sleep. But a desperate farmer needs Slither to save the lives of his two youngest girls. In return he can
have the eldest daughter, Nessa, to do with as he wishes. Slither's promise takes him and Nessa on a
treacherous journey - and into the path of Grimalkin, the terrifying witch assassin . . .
The Last Apprentice: Seventh Son Joseph Delaney 2014-12-23 Book 1 and Book 2 of the best-selling
fantasy adventure series that inspired the forthcoming major motion picture Seventh Son! Read Book 1,
Revenge of the Witch, and Book 2, Curse of the Bane, in one volume! A major motion picture
phenomenon and an international bestseller, The Last Apprentice will haunt you—and terrify you—and
keep you coming back for more. This volume includes Book 1, Revenge of the Witch, and Book 2, Curse
of the Bane, of the Last Apprentice series. Only the Spook has the knowledge and skill to face ghosts,
bind witches, and bargain with boggarts. Now he needs an apprentice—Tom Ward, who is the seventh
son of a seventh son. Other apprentices have come before. All have failed, or ﬂed, or died. Will Tom learn
what they could not? Can he trust anyone, even his one true love? He will ﬁnd out—and soon, for the
dark is getting powerful, and the Spook's time has come. Will Tom survive to carry on his master's battle?
Will he be the Last Apprentice? Soon to be a major motion picture, Seventh Son, starring Jeﬀ Bridges, Ben
Barnes, Alicia Vikander, Kit Harington, Olivia Williams, Antje Traue, Djimon Hounsou and Julianne Moore
as Mother Malkin. The Last Apprentice series is "tantalizingly creepy" (Publishers Weekly), and "anything
but tame" (Horn Book). But don't read it after dark!
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Spook's: A New Darkness Joseph Delaney 2014-06-05 ‘It’s a dangerous job, but someone has to do it.’
For years, the local Spook kept the county safe from evil. But now his time has ended, and there is only
one boy who can take over – Thomas Ward, barely more than a child himself. Now he too must take on
an apprentice, a girl called Jenny who is untested but willing to be trained in the dangerous life of a
Spook. When girls start dying in mysterious circumstances, they soon ﬁnd themselves on the path of a
terrifying and deadly beast. Monstrous assassins are loose in the County, and far to the north, a new
darkness is rising that threatens to engulf the whole world. Do Tom and Jenny stand a chance against the
might of the Kobalos? The ﬁrst terrifying tale in the Starblade Chronicles, from the bestselling author of
The Spook’s Apprentice
The Last Apprentice: A Coven of Witches Joseph Delaney 2011-12-13 Beware a girl in pointy shoes!
A girl wearing pointy shoes might be a witch. And the ﬁrst thing a spook's apprentice learns is never,
ever to trust a witch. In this bone-chilling collection of tales, you will learn exactly why that is, as you
encounter: a fair and beautiful woman with green scales running down her spine . . . a dead witch who
lurks under rotting leaves and hunts for blood . . . Alice, Tom Ward's best friend, who once lived with one
of the darkest witches of all . . . and a witch whose cry of revenge can kill. The dark is all around. Who will
survive?
The Crowﬁeld Curse Pat Walsh 2012-01-01 *"A wondrous mystery." --Kirkus, starred review *"Suspenseful
and spooky...with an edgy battle between good and evil." --School Library Journal, starred review If the
deepest secret has been spoken, can the deadliest curse be broken? Sent into the forest to gather
ﬁrewood for the medieval abbey where he's an apprentice, Will hears a cry for help, and comes upon a
creature no bigger than a cat. Trapped and wounded, it's a hobgoblin, who confesses a horrible secret:
Something is buried deep in the snow, just beyond the graveyard. A mythical being, doomed by an
ancient curse... What does this mystery have to do with the cryptic brotherhood of monks Will serves?
What does it have to do with the boy himself? When two cloaked ﬁgures darken the church's doorway
and start demanding answers, Will is drawn into a dangerous world of Old Magic. *Includes a timetable of
daily life in the abbey, a glossary of monastic terms, and a sneak peek at the chilling sequel THE
CROWFIELD DEMON! New York Public Library "100 Best Books for Reading and Sharing" A 2011 USBBY
Outstanding International Book Shortlisted for the Branford Boase Award
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